Fox Studio Info Packet
Your journey begins here…
Welcome to a wonderful place where your child is nurtured through a dance/gymnastics/music/acting
education in a supportive and positive environment. A place where lifelong friends are made, and
important life skills are developed. A place where dreams come true and stars are born. Fox Studio is a
really fun place to “Learn and Grow”!
Our programs:
Our school is unique in that we are the only school around that offers such a wide variety of programs to
ensure your child is getting the best performing arts education. We also offer accelerated programs for the
serious dancers and performers. We are here to help your child achieve their goals and dreams whether
they are recreational, competitive or pre-professional performers. Your child will soon see Fox Studio as
their second home; a place where lasting friendships are developed, a place where they are noticed and
included; and a place that offers togetherness and bonding. As a parent, you too will soon be making new
friends!
Atmosphere - Each student is an important and unique individual that we care about. When parents and
students walk into our studio, we want them to feel comfortable and welcome. We offer small class sizes
so that your child gets the individual attention he/she deserves.
Your child’s journey begins here!
Our Dance Classes:
“Best Friends” Dance Class – (Ages 2-3)
This class includes Tap and Ballet with a “Best Adult Friend” participation. Students learn tap and
ballet basics to fun songs and stories.
Combination Tap and Ballet Classes (Ages 3-4; 5-6)
1. “Tutu Cuties” I – (Ages 3-4) – This class includes both tap and ballet and runs for a full hour.
Designed for the independent child ready for a class all by themselves without mom or dad in the
room! Children learn tap technique and ballet terminology with fun activities and songs.
2. “Tutu Cuties” II – (Ages 5-6) – This is the next level of the Tap and Ballet combination class
geared towards the older pre-school age child. At this age, the student can grasp more complex
choreography and technique.
Princess Ballet (Ages 4-6)
This is magical ballet class for your little ballerina that want’s “nothing but ballet”! She’ll dance
and twirl to her favorite princess songs while learning ballet technique and terminology.
“Little Monsters” Hip Hop/Tumbling (Ages 4-6)

This is a super fun 45-minute class that includes both Hip Hop and Tumbling! Designed for the
energetic child that loves to do it all! Students learn basic Hip Hop moves as well as beginning
tumbling skills.

Starlight Ballet (Ages 6-8)
The next step of your child’s ballet journey is our Starlight Ballet class for 6-8-year-old children.
Children at this age are ready for more complex technique but not quite ready for the strict
discipline of a Ballet I class.
Showstoppers (Ages 6-8)
This class is for those kids who really love to “strut their stuff”! The class is a combination of
tap and jazz which provides an excellent foundation for when the child is ready for the next level
in their journey.
Funky Divas ‘n Dudes (Ages 6-8)
This is a great class to introduce Hip Hop to the young school age child. All moves, technique
and music are clean and age-appropriate (as in ALL of our classes!)
Ballet (Ages 8 and older)
Solid ballet training begins at approximately 8 years old. At this age, the child’s body has
developed enough to be able to handle the strength, balance, turnout and placement that ballet
requires. There is no set time frame as to when it is appropriate for the dancer to progress to the
next level. Some students may progress faster, others may take a little more time in order to
attain the appropriate strength and skill set to move up. Our pointe classes require at least 2
years of solid ballet technique as well as the proper placement and strength to withstand the
weight of the body in pointe shoes. No two students are alike. Some students may be ready for
pointe as early as 11 years old, others may be in their teens. It is never appropriate for a student
to be placed “en pointe” under the age of 10-11 years old.
Tap (Ages 8 and older)
Our exciting tap classes develop both timing and rhythm; essential elements in a child’s dance
journey. Our tap classes not only work the “entire body” but maximizes important brain skills
such as cognitive abilities and memorization. Dancers learn a variety of tap styles along with a
solid foundation of skills.
Jazz (Ages 8 and older)
Our high energy jazz classes focus on proper technique, improving performance quality and
continually developing more complex rhythms and patterns. Students develop turning, leaping
and jumping techniques to modern day music that they love!
Hip Hop (Ages 8 and older)

This high energy class is fun for all ages! These classes help students break out of their comfort
zone and develop their own unique style based on the various styles of “street dancing”.

Our Gymnastics Classes:
Tumble Tots – (Ages 2-3) A fun-filled 45-minute class with the student’s “Best Adult Friend” that
includes basic gymnastics skills (beam, bar, floor tumbling) in a fun and colorful way!
Tumble Bears – (Ages 3-5) -This is a great introduction to the world of gymnastics for the pre-school age
child. Classes are a full hour which includes basic floor tumbling, beam and bar skills taught in a fun and
safe way that is geared for their growing little bodies.
Super Bears – (Ages 4-6) – This is a more advanced class for the young child who has mastered basic
skills and is ready for more! At this level, students have the strength for a solid cartwheel and bridge.
Future Starz -Level I Gymnastics– (Ages 6 and older) -This is the entry level class for gymnastics.
Students will learn beginning tumbling skills (front rolls, cartwheels, bridges, basic beam and bar skills)
and start developing their strength and flexibility.
Silver Starz – Level II Gymnastics -Students will be learning both right and left cartwheels, splits,
standing bridges, round-offs, handstands, bridge kick-overs and strength and balance training.
Gold Starz -Level III Gymnastics – Students at this level are now strong enough to work on front and
back walkovers, handstand rolls, back pikes to a handstand, press handstands and more!
Platinum Starz – Level IV Gymnastics – This is an intermediate level and students will be working on
side aerials, back handsprings down an incline, handstand walks and more complex beam and bar skills
and combinations.
Diamond Starz -Level V Gymnastics – At this level, students will be learning back handsprings on the
floor, pirouette handstands, dive front walkovers/aerials and back tuck training skills.
Titanium Starz – Level VI Gymnastics – Students are now ready for more advanced skills, such as whips
and layouts and more complex tumbling passes such as, round-off-back handspring into a back tuck.

Our Music Lessons:
We offer private lessons in piano, voice, guitar and drums. Private lessons are scheduled weekly and
students are expected to practice during the week in order to progress faster. The recommended age to

begin piano is around 5 years old or when the child has developed a longer attention span for learning.
For guitar, students are usually ready to begin around the age of 8, as playing the guitar requires a fair
amount of pressure on the fingertips and small children have small hands that are not yet developed
sufficiently. The average age for Drum Lessons is around 8 years old, but again it depends on the size of
the child, as they must be able to reach both the pedals and the cymbals. Vocal lessons usually begin
around the age of 10 due to the physical nature of learning proper breathing techniques and development
of the vocal cords and lung capacity.
Our Acting Program
Our Acting classes run in 8-10-week sessions and culminate with an in-house Acting Showcase that
includes skits, commercials and story lines. Students learn audition techniques as well as cold readings
and characterization. Whether your child wants a career in show business or not, this class will certainly
develop self-confidence, poise and speaking skills that will help them in all aspects of life!
FAQ’s
1. Can my child try a class first before enrolling?
Absolutely! We want to make sure your child LOVES the class before you enroll!

2. Can I watch my child’s class?
Yes! After the first class, we do recommend that you wait outside though so that your
child can focus on the instructor. We have observation windows in all of our
classrooms, and you’re welcome to peek in now and then! Our gym is an open area
with seating along the side. When observing a gymnastics class, we ask that you
refrain from “coaching” your child from the sidelines! Again, we want to reduce
distractions to a minimum so your child can focus on learning.

3. What does my child wear to class?
For the first dance class, something comfortable is appropriate. You do not need to
purchase dance shoes right away, as we want to make sure the class is a perfect fit for
your child. For the combination tap/ballet classes, both tap and ballet shoes will be
needed. Ballet classes require ballet shoes; jazz classes require jazz shoes. We have a
full stock of dance shoes, tights, leotards as well as our adorable “Foxkidz” uniform
available for sale at the front desk! For our gymnastics classes, we have uniforms
available as well. No shoes (or socks) needed for gymnastics classes.

4. Do you offer recitals or performance opportunities?
Yes! We have many performance opportunities throughout the year for our students to
“shine”! Our annual Holiday Show is a fun theater production fully costumed onstage
with our special guest, “Santa” who arrives for the finale! Our Summer Dance Recital
is a fully costumed production that everyone looks forward to. We have in-house

Gymnastics Showcases throughout the year as well as periodic Music Recitals for the
students to showcase their skills.

5. Are there any additional fees besides the monthly tuition?
For our theater productions, there is a nominal recital fee, due to the high cost of
renting the auditorium, stage crew, props, etc. For our Holiday Theater Production,
the recital fee is $40 and includes additional rehearsals and snacks and drinks
backstage. Our costumes are loaned to the students for this production. For our Annual
Summer Recital (usually held mid-to-late June), students purchase their costumes,
which they get to keep after the show. The recital fee is approximately $60 and the
costumes are around $60-$65 per class. The recital fee for our Annual Summer Recital
also includes additional studio rehearsals, dress rehearsal at the theater, Show-themed
T-Shirt for the performers and a participation award.

MONTHLY TUITION
$25.00 annual registration
• $63.00/month – 1 class per week.
• $104.00/month – 2 classes per week.
• $142.00/month – 3 classes per week.
• $178.00/month – 4 classes per week.
• $200.00/month – 5 classes per week.
• $234.00/month—6 classes per week
********************** WORKSHOPS Rate & Cost will vary according to sessions and specialty.
Inquire at the front desk. Approximately $200.00 for 8-10 week session— ACTING WORKSHOP.
************************
NOTE: TUITION IS DUE BY THE FIRST (1st) the MONTH. There will be a $15.00 LATE FEE added
on to tuition received after the 10th of each month. ************************
Family rates available!
A 5% DISCOUNT on PAYMENT PLANS AVAILABLE! ************************
PRIVATE LESSONS (Dance/Gymnastics)

• SOLO: $36.00 for 30 minutes
• DUETS: $54.00 for 30 minutes ($27.00 per person)
• TRIOS: $63.00 for 30 minutes

MUSIC LESSON RATES: $25.00 ANNUAL REGISTRATION FEE.
PRIVATE MUSIC LESSONS: $108.00 per month (for 4 half-hour private music lessons)

